
OurServices

ASAPh has over 10,000 carriers under contract and

can provide a wide range of transportation products

including transportationbyvan, flatbed, oversized

equipment, temperature-controlled units, LTL

equipment, and expedited exclusive time definite

units suchasstraight trucks and cargovans.

Call us today: 
(469) 482-ASAP

Controlled

Outsourcing your transportation needs to ASAPh Transportation and Logistics LLC

keeps your cost to a minimum. When you call any ASAPh agent, our technology allows

us to match our extensive database to your needs.

With our GPS Tracking Technology, we (and you) can continuously monitor the

locationof your shipments fromorigin to destination.
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TruckloadVan,  
Flatbed and  
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Controlled

With our GPS Tracking Technology, we (and

you) can continuously monitor the location

of your shipment fromorigin to destination.

With over 10,000 carriers under contract,

ASAPh can cover your loads. Whether you

need a standard 53-foot van or flatbed, a

temperature-controlled unit, or a padded

van, we have the resources to meet your

needs.

ASAPh Transportation and Logistics LLC

handles all types of products including many

items that require temperature control. No

matter what you are shipping, feel confident

that we have the resources to meet your

needs.

Call us today: (469)482-ASAP



HeavyHaul

With our GPS Tracking Technology, we (and

you) can continuously monitor the location

of your shipment fromorigin to destination.

ASAPh Transportation and Logistics LLC is a leader in the movement of over size

and over-weight shipments. We have a group of agents that move these types of

shipments daily. ASAPh has the capacity to move most oversized and over-weight

shipments and has access to flatbeds, stepdecks, double drops and other more

specialized equipment. Daily wemeet the needsof our heavyhaul customers.

Call us today:  
(925)371-2184

Call us today:  
(469)482-ASAP



ASAPh personnel have access to the top LTL

carriers in the industry. Our rates are competitive,

andwe haveagents that shine in this area.

Call us today:  
(925)371-2184

Call us today:  
(469)482-ASAP

Less ThanTruckload
When you have the need to ship something smaller than a full truckload, we can help

you find the right solution. LTL shipments must be handled correctly. ASAPh has the

experience and know how to make sure your shipments are properly described, rated

and given to the right carrier based upon the lane and characteristics of those

shipments.



With our GPS Tracking Technology, we (and
you) can continuously monitor the location
of your shipment fromorigin to destination.

Rush TimeDefinite  
and White Glove  
Shipments
Do you need something shipped that must be
there at a certain day and time? ASAPh can
make that happen!

Whether you need a cargo van, straight truck,
or a tractor trailer,wehave the resources to get
your shipments delivered when you need
them.

If your shipment needs special handling such
as twoman, inside, or "white glove" servicewe
have the resources to make it happen. If you
need specialized equipment such as forklifts,
pallet jacks, cranes or anything else, your
ASAPh agent has the tools to meet your
expectations.

Call us today: (469)482-ASAP














